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"Mortal Enchantment spins a unique twist on elemental mythology. This series is not to be

missed."Jennifer L. Armentrout, #1 New York Times Bestselling AuthorIt&apos;s been a week since

all hell broke loose...Rumors of King Taron&apos;s weakened powers have left the air court

vulnerable. Kalin is desperate to awaken her akasha powers, except she doesn&apos;t know how.

Tension within the court is at an all-time high. Pressure is mounting for her to ascend to the throne,

but a halfling has never ruled over any court. To solidify her position, the council has advised her to

marry Sebastian--a high ranking air elemental she&apos;s never met and her betrothed.Will Kalin

sacrifice her relationship with Rowan to strengthen her court?Â Rowan and Marcus return to a fire

court in turmoil. Liana&apos;s death has fueled the fire elementals&apos; distrust against the air

and woodland courts. The unbalanced elements have set off natural disasters all over the mortal

world. Rowan takes the throne to restore balance, promising to unite the fire court. But not all

elementals are happy with his leadership. Many are secretly loyal to Valac, which means Rowan

needs to find allies for his cause.Can Rowan unify the court of fire before the elements destroy the

world?
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My favorite book in the series so far! When oh when is the next one coming out? Rarely is the

second book better that the first in a series- there is a thing known as the sophomore curse for a

reason. Fragile Reign did not fall to the curse but instead comes out on top as the best book in the

series. It is told in dual perspective- Kalin and Rowanâ€™s. I already loved both of these

voices-Rowanâ€™s we were introduced to in The Shadow Prince, and Kalinâ€™s in Mortal

Enchantment. I saw what you did there Mrs. Oâ€™Neale and I liked it. Fragile Reign allows us to

view them together as a couple and apart as their own person.The story picks up right where Mortal

Enchantment ends. King Taron is ill from being held captive. The council decides that if Kalin is to

be acting queen, she must marry a high ranking noble man. As in they pick the guy and everything-

Sebastian. This doesnâ€™t seat too well with her actual boyfriend Rowan. Now, I get that they want

her to marry someone from the court but Rowan is the king of the Fire Elementals. King trumps Lord

in my book although I can see how they may not want their queen to be married to the Fire

King.Kalin is under a lot of pressure in this book. There is belief that she is the akasha but

something is blocking her powers. Since she canâ€™t use them, she feels like this belief is wrong.

Sebastian is around all of time. Rowan is dealing with things in his kingdom which is stressing her

out as well. Interestingly enough, she doesnâ€™t whine but instead puts her big girl pants on and

takes on the council. Talk about having some gumption.Rowan oh how I love you! Rowan is

completely supportive of Kalin, even though he has some reservations. He has no problem showing

this support in public and in private voicing his concerns.

Full review and more available at:

http://oneguysguidetogoodreads.blogspot.com/2014/12/fragile-reign-mortal-enchantment-2-by_20.ht

ml*********************************************************************************My Thoughts:Okay guys, I

just had to go back and reread my reviews of the last two installments of this series to get a feel fo

rmy mindset while writing this. Allow me to reiterate this for you all: THIS IS ONE OF THE

GREATEST SERIES I HAVE READ ALL YEAR. Woah. I sincerely apologize, I didn't mean to lose

my cool like that, it's just that THIS IS THE GREATEST SERIES EVER. Woah, woah, woah. I

should probably calm down before I blow a gasket here. Did you guys catch that? Did you hear like I

enjoy this series? Anyway. With all that being said, you can only imagine how pumped I was to read

the latest installment in this incredible series. Thankfully, just like its' predecessors, Fragile Reign



was absolutely astounding. Let's break this down.Fraigle Reign picks up one week after Mortal

Enchantment left off. Right in the middle of the elemental world going crazy. King Taron has been

rescued, barely, but his court is in danger of falling apart without him. The fire court has so many

problems they could use their own novel. Kalin and Rowan are... complicated, and if things don't

settle down before too long, even the mortal world will be devastated by all the craziness that's

happening in Avalon! Got all that? Basically Stacey had some big shoes to fill. She sets us up for a

huge store, and I have to say guys, she did not disappoint.From the very first page, I was hooked.

I'm a big fan of series where the author just jumps right in and does not feel the need to essentially

recap everything that has happened up to this point.

FRAGILE REIGN picks up right where we left off...Just when Kalin thinks that things are going to

settle down and she will have time to take in everything that has happened and begins to accept

what her immediate future may hold, things start to fall apart again. Kalin is needed now more than

ever.Rowan is out in the mortal world trying to control the chaos that Valac's followers are causing.

Luckily for him, Marcus is right by his side, and they make a great team. However, things are far

worse then he anticipated. His kingdom has no ruler. And he must decide how to claim it in a way

that will stop the war and diminish Valac and Valac's followers.Oh my, so many things happen in

this book!Kalin and Rowan are both struggling with what they have to do versus what they want to

do. It is hard to choose between what is best for their kingdoms and what is best for themselves,

their hearts. They have both been through so much and have matured so quickly. Their relationship

is just starting to bloom, and yet, there are so many obstacles, will it really be worth the trouble?And

now, with Taron struggling regain his powers, he is heavily relying on Kalin to follow their false plans

to buy her time to come into her true powers before becoming queen.In the meantime, we get

acquainted with much loved characters and are introduced to new ones - new faces that will have a

huge impact on on Kalin's fate.We also learn more about Avalon and the elemental's history - very

intriguing. I'm sure if the author decided to right a book just on this I would definitely pick it up and

enjoy it.I don't want to divulge into any other details in fear of slipping a few spoilers...
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